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Abstract: 

The main drivers for the development and evolution of Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) are the 

reduction of development costs and time along with the enhancement of the designed 

products. The aim of this survey paper is to provide an overview of different types of system 

and the associated transition process from mechatronics to CPS and cloud-based (IoT) 

systems. It will further consider the requirement that methodologies for CPS-design should be 

part of a multi-disciplinary development process within which designers should focus not 

only on the separate physical and computational components, but also on their integration and 

interaction. Challenges related to CPS-design are therefore considered in the paper from the 

perspectives of the physical processes, computation and integration respectively. Illustrative 

case studies are selected from different system levels starting with the description of the 

overlaying concept of Cyber Physical Production Systems (CPPSs). The analysis and 

evaluation of the specific properties of a sub-system using a condition monitoring system, 

important for the maintenance purposes, is then given for a wind turbine.  
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Highlights: 

 Presentation of a systematic classification of systems and new CPS paradigms. 

 Analyses of literature conducted across a range of different perspectives.  

 A systematic review of CPS-Design literature was carried out, with an emphasis on 

the design, modelling, simulation and integration of CPS. 

 An architectural and behavioural paradigm for CPS. 

 Compilation of different viewpoints referring to applications at different levels of 

granularity. 
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1. Introduction 

The main drivers for the development and evolution of Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) are the 

reduction of development costs and time along with the enhancement of the designed 

products. This involves the virtualization of the product to improve its design, to support 

verification and validation and enhance its production and operation. Overall, virtualization 

enables more flexibility at lower cost across the different stages of development. The 

interaction between the designed product and the production systems plays an important role 

in the development of the Industry 4.0 (also called Advanced Manufacturing, Smart 

Manufacturing and Cyber Physical Production Systems) concept. Future trends, methods and 

models for the systems design process also have to be considered in relation to their role as 

enablers of transformation of traditional system paradigms, such as mechatronics, embedded 

intelligence, and automation systems, into Cyber Physical Systems or the global integration 

associated with the Internet of Things (IoT).  

The concept of automation, an evolved concept of mechanisation, began to develop in the 

mid-1950s as the increasing ability to apply developments in instrumentation and computer 

technology to the control of systems suggested a shift towards an environment in which 

computers would become increasing responsible for the operation of a range of processes 

[Mac56, Car15]. The initial concepts of automation were generally associated with 

manufacturing processes, and the ability to remove people from many of those processes, 

resulting in what was envisioned as a safer environment producing products with greater 

efficiency and consistency. As for instance the replacement of electronic systems by 

processors such as the PDP-8 and PDP-11series from the mid-1960s onwards. 

Since the development of the original concepts of manufacturing automation, computers have 

increasingly been adopted throughout the whole of industry for tasks covering the entirety of 

the design, development and manufacturing processes, as well as for associated tasks such as 

financial control, marketing and logistics. Further, the role of industrial computing has 

extended beyond its original area of manufacturing into fields such as healthcare where the 

ability to collect and manage large volumes of data has been assessed as having a potential 

value of billions of dollars [KKC13]. However, in many cases the expected results perhaps 

have not as yet materialised. 

In considering the growth of computers as applied to industrial environments, there are a 

number of factors and issues that need to be taken into account in relation to next generation 

systems. In particular: 

1. A shift from product based to information or knowledge based economies integrated 

with system level developments such as Cyber Physical Systems and the Internet of 

Things. In such economies, the ability to access, transfer and share relevant 

knowledge on the basis of both context and need is likely to redefine the nature of 
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systems, particularly when associated with “manufacture on demand” technologies 

such as 3D printing (additive manufacturing). 

2. A refocusing on, and perhaps a redefinition of, the role of the user in a wide range of 

industry based activities in which the task differentiation takes better account of the 

associative and collaborative nature of activities. For instance, there is accumulating 

evidence to suggest that placing humans, with their short attention spans, into an 

environment dominated and controlled by computers results in a skills loss and 

reduced decision making capacity as well as in the ability to innovate. 

3. A redefinition of the design processes to take account of increasing levels of system 

complexity and the inability of individuals, or even groups of individuals, to properly 

comprehend the nature of the system, or its potential failure modes [Lev12]. 

Over recent years, significant effort has been put in to understanding the relationship of the 

individual with the physical environment, for instance through design concepts such as 

Design for All. Perhaps what is now needed is a similar design approach relating individuals 

to their information environment, and the ways in which the physical and information 

environments can be more effectively integrated at the level of the individual.  

In looking at the role of computers in industry it is suggested that it is necessary to take a 

wider view of their roles as other than simply as device controllers as their use increasingly 

permeates all aspects of industrial systems. Most importantly perhaps, it could be argued that 

the relative roles of, and relationships between, humans and computers needs to be reassessed. 

This survey article focuses on “Methods and Applications for the Design, Modelling, 

Simulation and Integration of Cyber Physical Systems” and is organized as follows: 

 Section 1 gives a brief description of the current state and the motivation. 

 Section 2 introduces the characteristics of different types of system (e.g. mechatronic 

systems, Cyber Physical Systems, Systems of systems, Internet of Things). 

 Section 3 then provides an illustration of methods in the design processes of Cyber 

Physical Systems. 

 Section 4 then presents a presents a range of case studies from system level view to a 

component level view.  

 Conclusions and future prospects are given in Section 5. 
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2. The Evolution of Cyber Physical 

Systems 

This chapter provides an overview different types of system and the transition process from 

mechatronics to CPS and cloud-based (IoT) systems. Mechatronics can be considered an 

interdisciplinary field of engineering science which aims to integrate and interconnect 

mechanical engineering, electrical engineering/electronics, control engineering and computer 

science (also often called information technology) such that their interactions form the basis 

for the design of a range of products and product types (e.g. [HTF96]. Interaction between 

product developers from different fields is often hindered by an insufficient understanding 

across disciplines, and by a lack of shared platforms for the modelling of complex systems. 

Since many sub-systems are delivered by external suppliers, there is a need for both 

horizontal integration within organizations and for vertical integration between sub-system 

suppliers and the suppliers of the complete systems. In such a context Lee [Lee08] defined 

CPSs as the “integration of computation and physical processes”. Embedded computers and 

networks monitor and control the physical processes usually through feedback loops in which 

physical processes affect computations and vice versa. 

Figure 1 shows the transition process beginning from a mechatronic system to CPS and the 

IoT in which the horizontal-axis represents the driving forces/necessary technologies and the 

vertical-axis the level of the system. 

 

 

Figure 1: Transition process from Mechatronics to CPS to Internet of Things   
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2.1. CPS-Paradigm 

In the past, the paradigmatic changes associated with the developments in computer 

technology were not only the drivers of evolution, but also brought about a revolution in 

systems concepts and thinking [PoHo16]. The promise of the Cyber Physical revolution is 

that it enables the physical world to be monitored, controlled and influenced both adaptively 

and intelligently. Many researchers are of the view that the paradigm of Cyber Physical 

computing will have far reaching consequences in the realm of engineering systems. 

However, the development of CPSs is interwoven with technological, economic and social 

opportunities and challenges. There is therefore a need for new transdisciplinary theories, 

models, methods, tools and contexts to support these developments. 

Achieving this capability also raises the need for shared domain semantics and conceptual 

frameworks in order to create bridges between mechanics, electronics, engineering, control 

and computation [Lee08]. This is important with a view to the historical development of the 

current position in which the ontology, epistemology, methodology, axiology, and praxeology 

of information and computation sciences, on the one hand, and of the physical sciences 

(natural, chemical, biological) on the other are separated, creating a divergence in both 

scientific foundations and technologies. 

While networked personal computing, embedded, ubiquitous, and pervasive computing all 

lead to a functional and implementational diversification of types of technical systems, Cyber 

Physical computing stimulates a technological homogenization and convergence in system 

manifestation [PoHo16]. In this context, currently differentiated systems are likely to show 

more and more similarities in terms of enabling technologies and functional spectrum, and 

this convergence is likely to become increasingly significant in the near future. We are 

already witnessing a strong convergence of the cyber world (created by human knowledge 

and digital computing) and the physical world (e.g. in the form of engineered technical 

systems). 

For these reasons, Cyber Physical Systems matter not only from an academic perspective, but 

also from a governmental and strategic perspective. For instance, the Advanced Research and 

Technology for Embedded Intelligence and Systems (ARTEMIS) program of the European 

Union invested seven billion euros in R&D between 2007 and 2013 to stimulate work 

towards achieving leadership in intelligent electronic systems by 2016. In the US, the 

President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) positioned CPS 

research as the number one priority for federal investment. The National Science Foundation 

(NSF) in the US and the Horizon 2020 framework program in the EU have formulated and 

financed projects working on the theories, technologies and implementation of CPSs since 

2007 and 2010, respectively. In 2011, the German National Academy of Science and 

Engineering (Acatech) launched an integrated research agenda for Cyber Physical Systems 

[Aca12]. 
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Additionally, many large and international companies see CPS as a paradigm for their future 

systems and services. In the US, the Industrial Cyber Physical Systems Center (iCyPhy) has 

been established by a consortium including UC Berkeley and Caltech along with several 

partner companies. In Europe, a public-private partnership has been established under the title 

“Electronic Components and Systems for European Leadership” (ECSEL). 

 

2.2. The Internet of Things 

The underlying concept of the Internet of Things as a medium for the exchange of 

information between numbers of interconnected devices and systems goes back beyond the 

point that the name was first coined. What has driven the growth of the concept in recent 

years has been the increasing availability of smart devices that can connect to the internet and, 

often autonomously, exchange information between themselves. This has in turn led to the 

development of new system concepts in which such smart devices are integrated through 

access to internet based resources (Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

& Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)) to generate context based systems on demand. Further, it 

creates an environment in which information can be seen as a commodity whose value to the 

system, and hence to the user, is largely determined by context. 

The linking of this information, and hence knowledge, based environment to the ability to 

analyses large quantities of data is creating new business models (Figure 2) whilst creating 

issues of privacy and the management of, and access to, individual data [BHV14, Eva11, 

Wor15]. 

  

Figure 2: The Industrial Internet of Things (after [Wor15]) 

 

Taken together, the above presents a number of challenges for system designers, including: 

Nature of Information 

• Historically, information has been used to link together artefacts to create a system. 
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• In the context of the Internet of Things, and indeed Cyber Physical Systems, smart 

artefacts are used to service information to create a system. 

• The information required may be either or both of local or remote and is linked to user 

need. 

• This requires systems which are context aware in order to seek out the information 

associated with current need. 

• Smart modules may be added or subtracted as required as part of a continuum of 

information and objects. 

• Systems negotiate for information based on context. 

• Information as a commodity. 

• Values are set by user requirement and need. 

Uncertainty in Design 

This results from the fact that IoT based systems are increasingly self-organising and context 

based and brings with it a number of issues including: 

• The need to ensure effective communication between members of the design team and 

the means of achieving this. 

• Developing and implementing smart, adaptive and user oriented interfaces. 

• The modelling of abstractions, particularly during design. 

• The effective integration of the information and physical models to coordinate actions, 

in real time, between both environments. 

• Prototyping and testing in the information environment. 

• Data security and security of access. 

• Social issues associated with the management and use of data, particularly personal 

data. 

• Achieving Privacy by Design in the presence of undefined system structures. 

The concepts of the Internet of Things and Cyber Physical Systems presents designers with 

the challenge of implementing structures within information rich environments where 

information and communications are increasingly the drivers of the design process. This in 

turn requires designers to have access to new and novel means of simulation capable of 

representing such situations. 

In the context of industry, the ability to generate new products and services on the back of the 

information exchange provided by the Internet of Things is likely to be crucial, as is the 

ability to provide users with the range of smart objects they require to support the resulting 

systems. For instance, many of the resulting systems, and their associated smart objects, will 

not be programmed in any conventional sense but will have their functionality specified by 

users in a variety of ways. 

This then requires the interface to have an ability to translate user intent, particularly from 

non-technical users, into the necessary software structures to define system operation. System 

operation might in turn require the identification of an IoT based resource, for instance to 

analyse derived data, and this must be done in such a way that the user system, and associated 

user data, is not compromised. The implication from the perspective of industry is that there 
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will be much more uncertainty as to how their product or process is to be used, and how it 

will be required to integrate with other products and system artefacts from across a range of 

suppliers to produce new systems. 

Referring to Figure 3, the relationship between the various system layers of mechatronics, 

Cyber Physical systems and the Internet of Things can be expressed in terms of increasing 

levels of abstraction, to which must then be added the user. 

  

Figure 3: Relationships 

Again referring to Figure 3, at the device (mechatronic) level, the design processes and 

procedures are reasonably well defined and understood and support a translation into physical 

systems. At the level of Cyber Physical Systems, the relationship between the physical 

components and the cyber level is largely defined by function. Nevertheless, as systems at 

this level become more complex, the ability of individuals to understand their operation 

diminishes. Finally, at the level of the IoT, there are a lot of ill- or undefined constituents 

which will be unknown to the system builder other than in terms of their desired contribution 

to system operation and function. 
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3. Methodologies for CPS-Design 

As previously depicted, CPS-design urgently requires the introduction of high-level integrated 

design methods in which the designers consider all engineering disciplines simultaneously, 

along with operational issues such as privacy. Early design phases, such as conceptual design 

and system modelling, play important roles in design, and are considered as the enabling 

foundations for the final system form. [Wan02, KoTo12]. For the sake of clarity and referring 

to Figure 4, multidisciplinary integration is discussed from the point of view of both spatial 

dimensions (disciplines as represented by the horizontal axis of Figure 4) and the temporal 

dimension (the design process as represented by the vertical axis of Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Disciplinary integration during early design process of CPSs [ZLH+16] 

 

 

3.1. Main challenges of designing and integrating CPSs 

CPS-design requires a multi-disciplinary development process [LCB+14] during which 

designers should focus not only on the separate physical and computational components, but 

also on their integration and interaction. Challenges related to CPS-design are therefore 

considered here from the perspectives of the physical process, computation and integration 

respectively. 

 From the perspective of the physical process, CPSs link directly with the physical 

world. They detect changes in and to this world and realise the real-time control of 
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system behaviour. Compared with other more conventional forms of complex system 

(e.g. mechatronic systems), environmental influences (i.e. variances and uncertainties 

in environment or created by human beings) play a significant role for CPS [GAW14]. 

 From a computation perspective, CPSs are considered to be developed from and based 

on embedded systems [LeSe11]. However, the link to physical world of CPSs is much 

stronger than that of embedded systems. Therefore, the software component of a CPS 

is much larger and more complex than that of an embedded system. 

 From the perspective of the integration of the computation and physical processes, 

CPS-design requires a integration within the collaborative design process of CPS. 

Physical and computational components interact with each other between disciplines, 

leading to interruptions and incompatibilities during the design process. There is also 

often a lack of clearly specified and documented interactions and interfaces between 

the various disciplines and involved components and hence mutual understanding in 

communication is hindered [GAW14]. 

3.2. Functional and architecture design of CPSs 

Current research together with prior experience suggests that there is a lack of tools and 

methodological support available to handle the complexity of CPS-design in the early design 

phases [APA13]. This is in turn directly linked to the functional and architecture design of 

CPSs. From the perspective of the conceptual design phase, the design-characteristic aspects 

of systems, such as hierarchy parameters and modularity should be analysed using a 

conceptual model [Heh12]. The solution concepts for CPS-design should then be proposed at 

the end of the conceptual design phase. Three main challenges exist in the conceptual design 

phase as follows. 

 Firstly, how to generate solution concepts based on customer requirements or market 

survey results? Although various tools and languages have been proposed to structure 

customer requirements [INC10], the process from requirements specification to 

solution concepts should be defined. Different solution concepts can be proposed by 

individual designers, or design groups, according to their background knowledge and 

professional experience. 

 Secondly, how to evaluate the different solution concepts proposed. 

 Finally, because of the complexity of a CPS, it is impossible to find the optimum 

solution concepts without iteration and there is a requirement to optimise solution 

concepts during the early part of the design process. 

The Systems Modelling Language (SysML), has been established by the International 

Council of Systems Engineering (INCOSE) and the Object Management Group (OMG) 

[OMG09] based on unified modelling language (UML) to support Model Based Systems 

Engineering (MBSE). Other modelling languages have been proposed to model a CPS. 
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Venter and Ehlers [VeEh12] believe that it is not possible to formally describe dynamic a 

CPS due to the flexibility in which incomplete UML diagrams can be defined, so they 

propose an Architecture Description Language (ADL) for dynamically modelling 

architectures with specific reference to CPSs. A highly dynamic and distributed autonomous 

architecture can then be described by the ADL. Unlike modelling languages such as 

UML/SysML or ADL, Modelica can not only represent a system, but the model created in 

Modelica can also be transferred into mathematical models for simulation solving. Several 

design methods based on Modelica have be described [HeEl11, Fri11, FeZh14, NSE15]. 

3.3. Methods and tools for the modelling and simulation of 

CPSs 

From the perspective of the system modelling phase, a CPS may be defined as an assembly of 

components and the associated interfaces between them. The objective of the system 

modelling phase is to set up a cross-multidiscipline model to determine the important 

functional and system parameters and hence realise the potential optimisation [Hehe12]. The 

cross-multidiscipline models created during the modelling phase of the CPS-design process 

are hindered by three main issues. According to the definition of a CPS, models of a CPS 

normally include both physical and computing components [LeSe15], so first concern is as to 

how to model the components of the different disciplines. The second issue is that of how to 

model the interfaces among components drawn from different disciplines with a common 

terminology. The final issue is related to model integration. Established techniques exist to 

model the dynamics of the physical components (i.e., a continuous model) and the discrete 

behaviours of the computing components (i.e., the discrete model), but the interface to join 

the continuous model and discrete model has not to date been given significant attention. 

Petnga and Austin [PeAu13] have proposed temporal semantics and their central role in the 

development of a new time-based reasoning framework within MBSE for CPS. In their 

proposition, an ontological framework describes the system behaviour in terms of time, 

intervals of time, and relationships among intervals of time, and the correctness of 

functionality with respect to requirements can then be assured. Lin et al [LSM10] developed 

an agent-based modelling approach for CPSs to help designers solve the problems resulting 

from the fundamental differences in the operation of the cyber and physical components as 

well as from the significant interdependencies among these components. 

Besides design methods based on modelling languages and ontological modelling approaches, 

several design methods based on commercial multi-discipline modelling and simulation 

software, such as MATLAB [AlAh14], AMESim [CAR14], have been developed to support 

CPS-design based on MBSE. The modelling software provides various types of libraries 

across different disciplines to help designers validate, evaluate and optimize their design. 
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3.4. Product Lifecycle Management for CPS 

Various research projects have been proposed relating to the specification of a PLM approach 

for CPS which supports the integration of a networked economy, the growth of the Internet of 

Things and the development of mechatronic systems [SRF+05, BTR+14]. Considering the 

emergence of the CPS concept there is a need to develop product models and systems 

engineering methods from the mechatronics field towards that of CPS [ZBL+14, BLE16]. To 

develop such complex systems as represented by CPS, companies currently use several kind 

of information systems (IS) to manage and integrate the engineering data related to each of 

the disciplines involved during the design project. 

For instance, Product Data Management (PDM) systems are generally used to manage 

hardware (HW) data [EGN+04], whereas Software Configuration Management (SCM) 

systems are used to manage software (SW) data [BTR+14]. PDM is generally considered to 

be one of the most important IS building-blocks for implementing a Product Lifecycle 

Management (PLM) approach. PLM is defined as a systematic concept for the integrated 

management of all product- and process-related information throughout the entire lifecycle, 

from initial idea to end of life [TBD+10]. Focusing on the basic functionalities (version 

control, concurrent development, configuration selection and workspace management), SCM 

is very similar to PDM, as Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) can be compared to 

PLM. Indeed, ALM “has emerged to indicate the coordination of activities and the 

management of artefacts (e.g., requirements, source code, test cases) during the software 

product’s lifecycle.” [KäVä09] ALM originates from the Configuration Management (CM) 

domain, which traditionally provides storage, versioning and traceability between artefacts 

[DoCh11]. It has extra functionality to support communication, reporting, traceability and 

tool integration, such as requirements and defects management or build and test facilities, as 

illustrated by Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Main elements of Application Lifecycle Management [Kääriäinen et al. 2009] 

Even if ALM and PLM are converging in a certain number of aspects (e.g. to take into 

consideration several life cycle phases), challenges remain for engineering data management 

during the design of mechatronic systems or CPSs. For instance, having a unified Bill of 

Materials (BOM) that combines all HW and SW components and defining a common data 

model that manages the entire system in each design phase are open issues, as shown in 
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[BLE16]. This unique BOM is essential to enable tracking the design changes and detecting 

the related impacts, especially between different disciplines. But having a unique BOM, 

splitting up the mechanical parts, the electronic/electrical components and the software codes 

is not enough. [ŞeCa12] explain that the same aircraft equipment (i.e. subsystem) can be used 

with different software on different aircraft. In that case, equipment and software have to be 

managed accordingly. 

To insure that design changes performed on equipment or on software do not impact on the 

global consistency of the system, the versioning and the configuration selection 

functionalities of ALM and PLM should be adapted to the chosen product structure [BLE16]. 

This conclusion leads to another important issue regarding the interoperability of information 

systems and engineering applications [RSB+08, BTE+10, EGV+11, EGT+15]. The 

integration of services into product development and the close integration of product 

development and development of production systems (CPPS) is discussed in Kernschmidt et 

al. [KVM+13]. Additionally the cross-disciplinary character of such systems and potential 

inconsistencies during all design phases are proposed by Feldmann et al. [FHK+15]. 
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3.5. Architecture and behaviour paradigm for CPS 

3.5.1. System Architecture 

The current trend of CPSs of more sensors, more actuators and more connectedness, will not 

stop. A future CPS might consist of literally millions of sensors and actuators controlled by 

thousands of CPUs. Having so many active and passive elements in an ever-changing 

environment (as the system becomes bigger, the territory the system covers becomes bigger, 

so there will be increasing numbers of changes and fluctuations). A simple calculation tells us 

that the reliability of the entire system will become the single most threatening issue [Kol14]. 

This means that the system needs to flexibly adapt to an ever-changing external environment 

(e.g., disruption) as well as to internal conditions (e.g., failures). In addition, future CPSs need 

to operate autonomously, i.e., human-intervention free. In particular, failures of the system 

need to be diagnosed and repaired without immediate human intervention. The concept of 

resilient architecture is considered promising for these reasons. 

The minimal architecture of a CPS consists of three elements; sensors, actuators and 

intelligence (controllers), what differentiates a CPS from a mechatronic system is the 

intelligent interconnection and information sharing between devices. Systems architecture 

dictates how sensors and actuators are organised and behave in responding to the external 

environment and the internal conditions defined by the controllers [ISO/IEC/IEEE42010]. 

Figure 6 depicts a simple current CPS architecture. While within a machine, sensors and 

actuators are connected through a bus (e.g., Profibus) and controlled by the controllers, these 

machines and robots will be further connected to a network (e.g., Profinet, so called network 

connection in Figure 6 green arrows) and controlled by a higher level controller. Obviously, 

this architecture allows for reconfiguration at the network level but not at the machine level. 

In contrast, future CPSs built with resilient architectures should allow both static and dynamic 

reconfiguration at any level [SBD+09]. Such a resilient architecture can be achieved by 

virtualisation, which means that the logical function of, e.g. the sensor network, will be 

virtually defined and separated from the physical network [TBK+13]. If there is any failure 

detected within the sensor network or if the sensing purposes change, sensors will be logically 

reconfigured through reasoning at the architectural level. Similarly, failures of actuators and 

controllers can be detected and accommodated through functional reconfiguration. 

Figure 7 illustrates an example implementation of such a resilient CPS architecture which 

allows for the logical reconfiguration of any element. In relation to Figure 7, sensor networks 

and actuator networks will be virtualised. Thus, every time the purpose of the system, the 

external environment or the internal conditions changes, the entire system will be able to 

optimally reconfigure its sensors and actuators based on the reasoning of the integrated 

intelligence (controller). For instance, in Figure 7, Controller 1 uses Sensor 1 to control 

Actuator 1. Suppose Actuator 1 is found to be faulty. In that case, Actuator 2 with a similar 

functionality can be engaged using Sensor 2 (instead of Sensor 1). This “reconfiguration” 

facilitates the resilience of the entire system.  
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Figure 6: Current CPS Architecture 

 

 

Figure 7: Resilient CPS Architecture 

 

Although the sensor network can incorporate redundancy to increase its reliability, this may 

increase the uncertainty of the sensory data [HeSo09, RGL+12]. Similarly, the virtual sensor 

network composed of sensors that are not originally meant to sense the concerned physical 
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quantity may also introduce inaccuracy and uncertainty. Similar to sensors, redundant 

actuators can be useful to support the functionally reconfiguring of the actuator network when 

some actuators are faulty or to exhibit different functions [JoFo13]. For example, an electric 

car equipped with an in-wheel motor for every individual wheel (thus four motors in total 

instead of one) can be steered by controlling the speed of the four wheels individually. These 

motors can also replace mechanical brakes (by using regeneration and by generating a 

counter-rotating torque), which means that a “virtual brake” that could back up the 

mechanical brake is now available. This systems level architectural design approach to virtual 

actuator networks has the potential not only to provide better fault tolerance, but also to 

generate a completely novel and innovative solution. The dynamic reconfiguration and 

resilience of virtual actuators is a key to achieving the resilient behaviour of the system. 

Virtual sensors and actuators networks need to be developed and reconfigured through 

systems level reasoning about the physical sensors and actuators. These reasoning capabilities 

play a central role in the entire systems architecture in order for it to become resilient to 

external changes and failures.  

 

3.5.2. Agents in Architecture Design 

In recent years, agents and agent orientation have reached the level of a new architecture and 

behaviour paradigm. Initially emerging from the area of artificial intelligence [Wei99], they 

have been integrated within wide areas of the control of production systems [LMV13, VDI10, 

SHY+06, MVL11, Wag03, VGL15]. An agent in the context of production automation can be 

seen as a defined entity intended to reach its objectives independently but cooperatively, 

while inter-acting with its environment, which may include other agents [VDI10]. 

The agent oriented approach has become a suitable and efficient means for the solution of 

complex problems within engineering and control systems for production systems. This 

approach gives the real and existing entities of a production system a central role and, in 

addition, explicitly considers the purposes and aims of the production and the necessary 

behaviours to achieve them. Thus, the agent oriented approach is especially applicable to 

problem classes with complex and highly volatile border conditions as well as the problem of 

self-adaptability. Examples of such system classes are production planning systems, logistic 

systems or maintenance systems [LMV13]. 

As mentioned above, agents may be implemented on PLCs and PCs depending on the real-

time requirements and processing power needed. In case real time is required PLCs are 

chosen here [USV14]. Dependability is guaranteed using a safety shell that allows only safe 

and non-destructive decisions of the agent to be conducted [WaVo08] during runtime. The 

agents’ knowledge has instead been modelled [VGL15] during engineering as Parameter 

Diagram, but may also be learned during runtime. An example of the learning behaviour of a 

small laboratory plant is discussed by Folmer et al. [FoVo13]. Additionally, agents are 

beneficial in detecting patterns in operation, e.g. alarm patterns in order to reduce the floods 

of notifications significantly (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8: Building blocks for intelligent, dynamic alarm management using agent oriented pattern 

identification [VLL15] 

 

The alarm management agent introduced by Vogel-Heuser et al. [VLL15] filters and 

aggregates notifications, forming the agent’s knowledge base on a finite automaton. The 

discrete notification streams of the operating plant are analysed and filters and classifiers are 

used to further reduce the number of relevant notification sequences and indicate the root 

cause of the abnormal situation. Finally, solely critical situations, i.e. critical notification 

sequences are grouped and visualized to the operator to facilitate them in reacting to alarms 

by reducing the number of notifications, and consequently the associated management effort, 

significantly. This approach will be discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.  

The approach is based on a concept for the frequent pattern mining of industrial notification 

logs to identify pattern sequences comprising causally dependent notifications. The algorithm 

which implements the proposed concept is designed to provide a two part analysis. As the 

first part it applies abstract criteria-based recognition strategies (RS) designed to combine tags 

commonly configured in alarm management systems. These are not pre-defining notification 

patterns that should be identified, instead, they define strategies to find correlated sequences 

based on abstract a priori knowledge by taking configured alarm tags into account. In the 

second part, the frequency pattern mining algorithm analyses the notification logs to identify 

frequently occurring patterns when the RS is applied on identified patterns. Applying the 

implemented pattern recognition, the algorithm is able to generate formal rules that are 

transferable to a graphical representation for reviewing detected sequences that are human 

readable. This greatly increases the comprehensibility of emerging sub-sequences for human 

users.  

A critical component is the agent’s knowledge base. The agent has to visualize all critical 

situations dependably while restrictively filtering and aggregating the notifications. A human 

in the loop machine learning approach was chosen to enable the automatic detection of 

notification sequences while being supervised by humans. Historic alarm logs are used to 
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identify significant notification sequences based on statistical pattern recognition techniques 

to suppress redundant notifications and visualize the critical situations [FoVo13]. As has been 

identified [FoVo12], applying machine learning to historic alarm data would result in 

notification sequences which are statistically correct but logically nonsense. In order to reduce 

operator effort, criteria based pre-processing grounded on background knowledge like 

reference designation and plant documentation is applied. Additionally, post-processing based 

on significance tests is applied to further reduce the number of patterns to be reviewed by the 

operator. 

Beyond some initially promising research and development activities [TVK09], the required 

real-time capabilities of agent technology, which limit the applicability of agent technology, 

are still an open problem. Nevertheless, beyond agent technology as software technology, 

agent orientation as a modelling and engineering paradigm is currently completely applicable. 

This is especially valid for use cases dealing with limited hard real-time conditions such as in 

cases of manufacturing execution control, maintenance, data allocation, and documentation. 
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4. Applications, Industrial Practice and 

Issues 

This section presents illustrative case studies and current best practice from industry. The 

examples are selected from different system levels starting with the description of the 

overlaying concept of Cyber Physical Production Systems (CPPSs). Afterwards the model-

driven engineering process of a self-configuring agent-based CPPS will then be discussed. 

The analysis and evaluation of specific properties of a sub-system using a condition 

monitoring system, important for the maintenance purposes, is given for a wind turbine. This 

leads to the potential implementation of new maintenance concepts for Cyber Physical 

Systems such as “robotic maintenance” and “autonomous maintenance”.  

 

 

4.1. Cyber Physical Production Systems (CPPS) 

Cyber Physical Production Systems (CPPS) are Cyber Physical Systems as applied in the 

domain of manufacturing/ production, in Germany the term “Industrie 4.0” is used. There are 

several definitions of Industrie 4.0 (I4.0), though there is a general agreement the following 

design principles [Industrie4.0, VoHe16]:  

1. Service Orientation - CPPS offering services via the Internet based on a service oriented 

reference architecture. 

2. Intelligent self-organizing CPPS providing: 

The ability of a CPPS to make decisions on its own (decentralization). 

The ability of CPS, humans and CPPS to connect and communicate with each other 

(interoperability). 

3. Information aggregation and representation for the human in the loop during engineering 

and maintenance of aPS (automated production systems) 

4. Virtual copies of a CPPS at different levels of detail, e.g. from sensors and actuators to the 

entire CPPS (virtualization). 

5. Relevant process and engineering information for data analysis (real-time capability). 

6. The ability to flexible adapt to changing requirements by replacing or expanding 

individual modules (cross-disciplinary modularity). 

7. Big Data algorithms and technologies provided in real-time (real-time capability). 
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8. Optimization of the manufacturing process based on these algorithms and data to increase 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). 

9. Data integration across disciplines and along the life cycle based on standardized data 

models and a model driven modular engineering process  

10. Secure communication enabling a worldwide network of aPS supporting economic 

industrial partnership across companies borders, 

11. Access to data securely stored in a Cloud or Intranet. 

In the following the focus is on requirements 1, 2 and 7. The architectures of industrial 

automation systems have for many years been dominated by an approach comprising several 

different layers e.g. for the field-level of production systems, Manufacturing Execution 

Systems (MES) and up to the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) layer. To support 

technological development, this hierarchical architecture has been adapted to a two-layered 

architecture, in which intelligent field-devices can be integrated and connected by an 

information model to different ERP and MES functionalities (see Figure 9). Service oriented 

and intelligent CPPS provide their status and their technical resources as a basis for their 

capabilities and define the relevant data points for other CPPSs by a connector, which may be 

connected via OPC-UA or other form. Agents may help to connect to other connection 

standards. The resource description, i.e. the hierarchical sub-systems and available behaviour 

is given in Automation ML (CAEX and PLCOpenXML). 

 

Figure 9: Agent-based self-aware, self-describing CPPS-module 

To achieve the required ability to make decisions on their own during runtime, CPPSs need to 

provide a certain level of intelligence, perhaps realized by implementing this knowledge as 

agent knowledge and allowing the agents to decide autonomously but after negotiation with 

their cooperating CPPS and having the ability to learn from their operation. The tank example 

discussed in the following section shows an example application of such knowledge 

implemented at the automation level on a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), as well as 

the ability of the agents to learn patterns from alarm notifications. One of the key challenges 
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for CPPS in the near future are to define the metrics for evaluating I4.0 compliance and the 

benefits of adaptivity, flexibility etc. allowing for the benchmarking of different solutions. 

 

4.2. MDE of Self-configuration agent-based CPPS  

To achieve an intelligent reconfigurable CPPS, a model based approach may well be 

beneficial [Vya11, Thr13, LZV+11, DOB+13, LeRo12, BFS12, CPdA+12, PSL11, LSVH13, 

SWL+13]. Here we introduce an SysML based approach to developing self-configuration 

abilities of field level functions using indirect redundant information or devices, i.e. in case of 

a fault, the system is able to reconfigure and continue operation to avoid down time using 

already available neighboured values or related values and devices. 

In the SysML-based approach, single components of a CPPS are modelled as an agent using 

the SysML element Block to encapsulate an agent’s description model. This model covers 

information that describes the basic functionality a particular software component fulfils 

within the CPPS, e.g. handling or processing work pieces, using a State Chart and the 

information on which devices can be replaced by redundant information in case of failures 

using a Parametric Diagram (cf. Figure 9, left). One of the main benefits of model based 

approaches is the possibility to automatically generate the designed software components 

using model transformations. In the presented approach this benefit is used by applying the 

standard model transformation mechanisms of the OMG (cf. Figure 9, centre), i.e. the MOF 

Model-To-Text Transformation Language (MOFM2T) and the Query/View/Transformation-

Language (QVT). By using these mechanisms, model transformations have been developed 

that generate the different parts of the software component automatically. 

 

Figure 10: Overview on the SysML based approach to design agent-based self-configurable CPPS [Vog15] 

As the Parametric Diagram captures the information on the CPPS component’s devices, e.g. 

sensors, and their relationships to possible redundant information or devices, the declaration 
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part of the software component is generated in the first step (cf. Figure 9, centre). The 

implementation code for necessary calculations is also generated from this. Since the 

diagnosis algorithm has been developed to work independently from the number of devices in 

a component (cf. [SWL+13]) it does not need to be generated from the SysML model but can 

be placed inside the software component as static code (cf. Figure 10, right). In the last step, 

the implementation code that realizes the basic functionality of a CPPS component is 

generated from its description, e.g. inside a State Chart. 

The required SysML model will be discussed in the following paragraphs and illustrated by 

an application example from process industry. This considers a tank (see Figure 11)  equipped 

with two sensors to detect the maximum and minimum filling levels. The tank is used to store 

liquids in a production process Once the minimum filling level of the tank is reached 

(detected by the lower tank sensor, sensor 101.2 in Figure 11), a valve (V101) is opened and 

the filling process starts. The filling process will run until the upper tank sensor (sensor 101.1) 

signals that the maximum fill level of the tank is reached. However, there is no redundancy in 

the process and thus a malfunction of the upper sensor leads to an overflow of the tank. 

As a precaution and in order to detect a failure of the upper sensor, the original tank function 

is enlarged by a self-configuration method according to Gronau’s classification of adaptivity 

[GLA07]. For self-reconfiguration, the fill level of the tank is calculated based on the amount 

of fluid that is fed into the tank, the amount of fluid that flows out of the tank, the tank’s 

dimensions as along with the filling and emptying times.  

 

Figure 11: Tank with upper and lower filling level sensors, valve and pump [FPS11] 

If the inflow or outflow or the level sensor is faulty, a filling level error and an inflow error 

and an outflow error would occur. The real level sensor can be approximated by a virtual 

sensor calculated during runtime. If the filling level sensor is effected by a fault, the faulty 

situation may be detected. At first the redundancy model has to be developed in the design 

phase by taking functional dependencies into account and formulated as physical equation (cf. 

Figure 12, left). To map the redundancy model onto the SysML based notation of the 

approach using the Parametric Diagram (PAR), each real sensor of the plant (Figure 12, left, 
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ovals) is modelled as a Block inside the PAR. For the physical equations which represent the 

functional dependency between the sensor values a Block has also to be modelled inside the 

PAR. In the code generation process, both types of Block are translated into specific sections 

of the generated software component that either handle the pre-processing of real sensor 

values or calculate redundant sensor values based on the modelled physical equations.  

 

Figure 12: Redundancy Model according to [SWL+13] (left) and mapping to PAR (right) 

Since the redundancy model has to be implemented on the PLC to allow decisions during 

runtime, the code generation of the SysML based approach supports (cf. Figure 9) the 

transformation from the information modelled within the PAR into software components 

according to IEC 61131-3, the leading standard for PLC programming and the standard 

hardware platform for automated Production systems. 

As the basic step of the code generation process an IEC 61131-3 Function Block (FB) is 

created as from the agent modelled in SysML for the software component that is implemented 

inside the CPPS (Figure 9, right). The process of the code generation consists of four further 

steps to completing the generation of the FB (cf. Figure 9, middle). As the first step the 

necessary declarations for the virtual sensors and real sensors are generated and a redundancy 

matrix created as a code variable array inside the declaration part of the FB. In the second 

step, a code section inside the implementation part of the FB is generated which initializes the 

entries of the redundancy matrix.  

 

Figure 13: Mapping of PAR onto Initialization of the Redundancy Matrix [enlargement of SWL+13 and 

FPS11] 
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Each cell of the matrix represents a relationship between two sensors. If a relation exists 

(modelled as a virtual sensors inside the PAR, see Figure 13), the cell is filled with the soft 

sensor value calculated on the basis of the analytical dependency. The columns and rows are 

labelled with references of all nodes. The main diagonal is periodically (each PLC cycle) 

updated with the values and qualities of real measurements. Replacements for a sensor are 

available in the same row. Transforming the knowledge base in such a matrix allows for the 

reuse of the same algorithm developed in previous work to compare the available values at a 

measurement point and detect a failure as well as to choose the best value currently available. 

As the second step of the code generation process, the calculation of the analytic 

dependencies are generated from the PAR. Therefore, the blocks modelled for real sensors 

and virtual sensors are put into the sequence at the point at which they need to be invoked and 

implementation code is generated in the implementation part of the FB in that sequence. 

Finally, for the generation of the basic functionality of a CPPS component, further previous 

work to develop code generators to translate State Charts into executable IEC 61131-3 code is 

adopted. More detailed information on the code generation from Parametric Diagrams can be 

found in [VHSL+14] and on the code generation from State Charts in [WiVo08]. 
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4.3. Wind Turbine Condition Monitoring 

Wind turbines (see Figure 14) convert kinetic energy from the wind into mechanical energy 

driven by rotors and control technology. In past decades, the installed capacity of wind energy 

converters worldwide grew exponentially as a result of system cost reduction. To keep the 

cost of energy down and increase profit margins, operators need to be able to monitor the 

performances of their turbines more accurately [SSA13a, SSA13b, WMM+11]. The basic 

idea of all model based approaches is to identify closely related signals in order to use them to 

build a prediction model of normal versus abnormal behaviour of the system [SSA13a]. 

However, wind turbines do not work alone; they generally work in clusters which are referred 

to as wind turbines farms. In order to monitor the condition of these farms, industrials mainly 

use treatment of data obtained from the Wind Turbine Supervisory Control and Data 

Acquisition (SCADA data). The data treatment is not performed on site but generally in the 

parent company by the engineers who would remotely send instructions for repair, reset or 

shutdown (and in extreme cases move physically in-situ); these interconnected actions create 

a cluster of interconnected objects including the wind turbines, the control devices and the 

software condition monitoring solution. These interconnected objects form a Cyber Physical 

System (CPS) [AcTo16]. 

SCADA data from wind turbines farms tend to be very large and therefore they set new 

challenges in data analysis where traditional statistical methods break down partly because of 

the increase in the number of variables associated with each observation [Süt10, ScSa10]. 

While certain computational methods can construct predictive models with high accuracy 

from high-dimensional data, it is still of interest in many applications to reduce the dimension 

of the data sets prior to any modelling mainly through feature selection. In the next sections 

the basic steps for construction a condition monitoring system for a wind turbine CPS are 

considered. 

 

Figure 14: Wind Turbine with Embeded Signals [Süt10]: 1: Nacelle temperature (To) 2: Gearbox oil To 3: 

Gearbox bearing To 4: High speed shaft revolution speed 5: Generator bearing To 6: Stator To (3 phases) 

7: Power output as a part of a Off-shore wind turbine farm 
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Firstly, it is worth noting that the SCADA data used in this study are collected over a one year 

period, from 9 off-shore 2MW turbines. The SCADA data represents information from 51 

measured input and output signals (every ten minutes). It would be numerically expensive and 

unpractical to create a prediction model with all the inputs. Therefore, for feature selection 

genetic algorithm (GA) is used combined with a Partial Least Squares (PLS) approach to 

automatically reduce the number of variables (features) to represent the CPS dynamical 

behaviour. 

A GA has three basic operations; reproduction, crossover and mutation [Gol89], yielding 

positive results in a number of practical applications [AcAp10]. PLS is a statistical method 

used for extracting relevant parts of the information from data sets. By combining the two 

(GA-PLS), the selection of variables and the performance prediction of PLS models 

correspond to the population strings and fitness function of the GA. The GA-PLS presented 

by Leardi & González [LeGo98] is used with the following setting parameters: size of the 

chromosome = 30, Mutation Probability = 1% and Cross-Over Probability = 50%. 

Additionally, and based on previous studies, the models will be exemplified through 

Hydraulic Oil Temperature monitoring (output). 

Once the GA-PLS is applied to the SCADA data, and with fine-tuning of the setting 

parameters, we obtain the most important variables to predict the Hydraulic Oil Temperature 

behaviour of the wind turbines. The bars in Figure 15 represent the amount of times the GA-

PLS extracts the variables to model the target. The five (5) variables appearing most 

frequently are the: Generator RPM Average, Generator Bearing Averaged Temperature, 

Generator Phase Temperature, Gear Bearing Temperature Average and Ambient Wind Speed 

Average. 

 

Figure 15: GA-PLS bar chart illustrating the importance of the variables regarding the output 

 

4.3.1. Model Prediction Using ANFIS 

Once the variables selected, we need to develop a model that mimics the behaviour of the data 

set. For this purposes and based on previous work [SSA13a, ASR+16] we opted to use the 

adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) tool, an artificial neural network 

based on the Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy inference system. The Root Mean Square (RMS) error is 
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used by ANFIS to compare the differences between the predicted values and the actual 

measurements in the data set and is calculated as: 

RMS =√
∑ (ymeasurement−ypredict)

2n
i=1

n
 

where ymeasurement is real output values and ypredict is output values from ANFIS. 

4.3.2. Membership Function Type 

In ANFIS one can select several types of membership functions (MF) as in Triangular, 

Trapezoidal, Gaussian, Gaussian 2 and Generalized Bell Curve. All of which were tested to 

evaluate their predictive capabilities on the learning data set that was built from the available 

data. For the comparison we used 2 MF and 4 MF per variable. The number of generations 

(epoch) was set to 10 as shown in table 1. 

Table 1: RMS-error for different types and # of MF by grid partitioning. 

#epoch=10 Triangular Trapezoidal Gaussian Gaussian 2 Generalized B. 

2 MF 1.40 1.41 1.35 1.36 1.35 

4 MF 1.24 1.45 1.19 1.39 1.45 

 

In our case, the Gaussian membership function gives the best results across both tests. The 

ANFIS model behaves better with 4 Membership functions per variable, however this 

increases the number of rules from 25 (32 rules) to 45 (1024), which in turn increases the 

model learning time from around a few hours to 4 days which is not worth the gain in 

precision. Now let us investigate the distribution of MF using data organizing methods. 

4.3.3. Membership Function Distribution 

ANFIS tool is capable of organizing the data for training using Grid Partitioning (GPart), 

(used to determine the type of MF) and two other clustering methods, Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) 

and Subtractive Clustering (SC). The RMS-error and execution time are used to determine, 

how well the different data organizing methods perform. The RMS-errors for the three types 

of data organizing methods are listed in table 2.  

Table 2: RMS-error for gearbox bearing temperature for different data organizing methods (# rules =32). 

 GPart SC FCM 

#Epoch = 10 1.35 1.78  1.39  

Time 04:35:07 02:39:01 06:34:02 

 

One can see here that GPart performs the best. The SC performs the worst, but was the fastest 

by far. A choice can be made by the operator, since the error difference is not that large, we 

chose to go forward with the SC. 
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4.3.4. Prediction of Gearbox Failure 

The prediction difference for the GA-PLS outputs trained with SC, takes the form of a fixed 

beam as shown in Figure 16. One can claim that the gearbox failure can be predicted about 

18000 measurements before it happens (around no. 55000), by investigating the hydraulic oil 

prediction difference and setting an alarm before a higher divergence occurs. In Figure 17, 

each prediction error value is averaged over the surrounding 144 data points, equal to one 

day. The smooth green curve has averaged out the peaks, but still shows the tendency of a 

fixed beam, confirming the idea of being able to predict the gearbox failure.  

 

 

Figure 16: Hydraulic Oil To Prediction 

 

Figure 17: Hydraulic Oil To prediction difference smoothened 

over 1 day 

 

In Figure 18, the hydraulic oil outputs, trained by the SC method are plotted along with the 

gearbox bearing temperature raw data reduced by halves. For turbine 1, the hydraulic oil 

prediction difference hits 10 degrees at about 20000 data points (139 days) before the 

breakdown. For turbine 2, the hydraulic oil prediction difference hits 10 degrees 5000 points 

(35days) before the gearbox failure. It is worth noting that 10 degrees was here selected as an 

anomaly threshold and it can be changed by the operator. 

                     

Figure 18: Gearbox raw data /2 and hyd. oil prediction diff. for turbine 1 and turbine 2 

Here, the very basic steps of building a condition monitoring system for a CPS (off-shore 

wind turbine farm) are presented. All the tools used can be easily retrieved from MATLAB 

tool boxes which make the approach very easy to reproduce. When dealing with CPS, the 

interconnected objects can yield huge amounts of data to be treated; as it is the case here, it 

becomes tedious numerically to predict failure using all of the available information. The 

importance of reducing the dimensionality of the features representing the physical behaviour 

becomes crucial for speeding and optimizing the learning [ABB+06]. Simpler behavioural 
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models for condition monitoring can still predict failure, sometimes even better than more 

complex ones [ABB+03], with enough days to act on the CPS maintenance either 

automatically by performing a remote action or in last call cases by sending an engineer in 

case of total failure. 

 

4.4. Maintenance concepts for CPS 

From the viewpoint of product life cycles, CPSs can be designed, manufactured, maintained, 

and treated at the end of life different from conventional products and systems.  

Since maintenance is perhaps the most labour intensive, and hence expensive life cycle phase, 

robotic maintenance is considered promising. The use of robots in maintenance is, however, 

still limited to inspection, monitoring, or servicing. Many of them are remotely controlled and 

often dragging power cables [FBK+15, DAR16]. There are various reasons for this. 

Maintenance is considered as difficult to automate for four reasons [TKH+04, FaT014]. First, 

maintenance is irregular in that failures happen stochastically. Second, maintenance is non-

uniform because every failure is different. Third, maintenance is non-deterministic, because a 

maintenance operation may change the system’s state and the consequence of one operation 

determines subsequent maintenance operations. Forth, maintenance is not standardised and 

requests often specialised tools and methods. Due to these reasons, intelligence for 

maintenance must deal flexibly with a variety of situations. Therefore, a general purpose 

maintenance robot needs huge general maintenance intelligence, but it is extremely difficult 

to develop such general intelligence that can deal with almost any failures and situations. 

Consequently, the combination of “robotic maintenance” and “autonomous maintenance” 

could be promising [FBK+15]. Autonomous maintenance is a way of maintenance performed 

by a system that is equipped with sensors, controller, and actuators and responding to the 

internal and environmental changes without human interventions. This is exactly what CPS 

can easily achieve – being equipped with maintenance intelligence specialised for the system, 

rather than the maintenance robot is equipped with versatile maintenance intelligence. In this 

way the necessary knowledge can be limited only to about the system to be maintained. This 

local intelligence controls and conducts maintenance by collecting data through embedded 

sensors and by using robots as a way to deliver maintenance capabilities (such as inspection, 

exchanging components, adjustments, etc.).  

When a CPS detects a fault, it tries to diagnose itself using embedded intelligence and to 

repair the fault. The repair process will be performed by various methods, including a 

maintenance robot that delivers physical repair methods. However, the robot does not have 

specific maintenance knowledge. Instead, the system issues maintenance instructions, such as 

opening an inspection door, topping up fluid, changing filters, measuring and inspecting the 

object system. These instructions may include position, specific actions, and motion for the 

robot arm to operate. In this way, the robot does not have to know “general maintenance 

knowledge”. 
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5. Conclusions 

This paper has discussed the importance of Design, Modelling, Simulation and Integration of 

Cyber Physical Systems. The important aspects which we focus on are methods and 

applications. Future research directions will focus on trends of evolution, roadmaps of 

development, social embedding, and/or expected impacts of CPSs. The recommendations 

presented in this survey are important for researchers working in the context of multi-

disciplinary systems. We hope to have demonstrated the different levels of granularity and 

consideration through the selected case studies. We also hope that these reflections will 

stimulate the different community involved in the design of Cyber Physical Systems consider 

moving in this integration direction. As highlights can be pointed out the presentation of a 

systematic classification of systems, the systematic review of CPS-Design literature with an 

emphasis on the design, modelling, simulation and integration of CPS and the formulation of 

architectural and behavioural paradigms for CPS. 
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